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Abstract — A novel and different approach for detecting
texture orientation by computer was presented in this
research work. Many comp lex real t ime problem example
detection of size and shape of cancer cell, classification
of brain image signal, classificat ion of broken bone
structure, detection and classification of remote sensing
images, identification of foreign particle in universe,
detection of material failure in construction design,
detection and classification of textures in particularly
fabrications etc where edge detection and both vertical
and horizontal line detection are essential. Thus
researches need to develop different algorith m for this
above complex problem. It is seen from literature that
conventional algorith m DCT, FFT are all h ighly
computational load and hence impossible task to
implemented in hardware. These difficult ies were solved
in this particular research work by applying DWT and
radon transform. It was seen fro m the simu lation result
that with very high computational load the entire
algorith m takes very less CPU t ime and proved its
robustness.
Index Terms — Edge detection, Fast Fourier Transform,
Discrete Wavelet Transform, Radon Transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation refers to partitioning o f an image
into different regions that are homogeneous or “similar”
in some image characteristics. It is usually the first task
of any image analysis process module. All subsequent
tasks such as edge detection, feature extraction and object
recognition rely greatly on the quality of the
segmentation. Without a good segmentation algorith m,
an object may never be recognizable . In most co mputer
Copyright © 2013 MECS

vision applications, the edge/boundary detection
constitute a crucial init ial step before performing high
level tasks such as object recognition and scene
interpretation. Using these properties, images can be
analyzed for use in several applications including video
surveillance, image retrieval, medical imag ing analysis,
and object classificat ion. Edge detection is a very
important area in processing and transmission, along with
the rational co mmercial model and industry strategy.
The field of Co mputer Vision. Edges define the
boundaries between regions in an image, wh ich helps
with segmentation and object recognition. They can show
where shadows fall in an image or any other distinct
change in the intensity of an image. Edge detection is a
fundamental of low-level image processing and good
edges are necessary for higher level processing.
Edge detection is a essential tool used in most image
processing applications to obtain informat ion fro m the
frames as a precursor step to feature extraction and object
segmentation. This process detects outlines of an object
and boundaries between objects and the background in
the image. An edge-detection filter can also be used to
progress the appearance of blurred image. One of the
most important applications is edge detection for image
segmentation. Edge detection refers to the process of
identifying and locating sharp discontinuities in an image.
These discontinuities are due to quick changes in pixel
intensity which characterizes boundaries of objects in a
scene. Edges give boundaries between different reg ions
in the image. These boundaries are used to identify
objects for segmentation and matching purpose .These
object boundaries are the first step in many of co mputer
vision algorith ms like edge based face recognition, edge
based obstacle detection, edge based target recognition,
image co mpression etc. So the edge detectors are
required for ext racting the edges. There are many edge
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detection operators available .These operators identifying
vertical, horizontal, corner and step edges. The quality of
edges detected by these operators is highly dependent on
noise, lighting conditions, objects of same intensities and
the density of edges in the scene. These problems can be
solved by adjusting various parameters in the edge
detector and changing the values of threshold for what an
edge is considered. No method has been proposed for
self-adapting these values. These operators are very
sensitive to noise and edges that contain high frequency
contents. So removal o f noise is required that may result
in blurred and distorted edges. A wide range of operators
are available that can extract the edges fro m noisy image.
But these edges are less accurate. That is due to the
presence of noise they extract false edges. They do not
find the boundaries of object having small change in
intensities values. That result in poor localization of
edges. So the operator is required that identify such a
gradual change in intensities. So there are problems of
false edge detection, problem due to noise, missing of
low contrast boundaries, high computational time etc.
In Many Co mp lex real time Problem like detection of
size & shape of cancer cell, classification of brain image
signals, classification of bro ken bone structure,&
classification of remote sensing images e.t.c. where edge
detection & both vertical & horizontal line detection are
essential.
Conventional algorith m like DCT, FFT are all highly
computational load & hence impossible task to
implement in hard ware. This is the main axio m of this
research work to get good result in edge detection & to
reduce the complexity associated with conventional
transformation algorith m.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II, a review of the necessary background required
to effectively imp lement our algorith m is presented. The
proposed algorith m is described in Sect ion III. After that,
application of the proposed algorithm is discussed in
section IV, and we draw our conclusion in the last section.

II. BACKGROUND
In
most computer vision applications, the
edge/boundary detection and image segmentation
constitute a decisive initial step before performing high
level tasks such as object recognition and scene
interpretation. The separation of the image into object
and background is a critical step in image interpretation.
When we imitate the hu man v isual system by using
computer algorith ms, quite a lot of p roblems can be
encountered. Segmentation subdivides an image into its
constituent regions or objects. The level to which the
subdivision is carried depends on the problem being
solved. That is, segmentation should stop when the
objects of interest in an application have been isolated
[38, 39].Color image segmentation is usually the first
task of any image analysis process. All subsequent tasks
such as edge detection, feature extract ion and object
recognition rely heavily on the quality of the
segmentation. Without a good segmentation algorith m,
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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an object may never be recognizable.
A.

Edge Detection Methods
Edge is part of an image that contains significant
variation. The edges provide important visual
informat ion image intensity is often proportional to scene
radiance, physical edges are represented by changes in
the intensity function of an image .The most
common edge types are steps, lines and junctions.
Edge detection process detects outlines of an object and
boundaries between objects and the background in the
image.
B.

Classical Methods
Classical edge detectors have no smoothing filter,
based on a discrete differential operator. The Sobel
operator is the most known among the classical methods.
The Sobel edge detector applies 2D spatial gradient
convolution operation on an image. Popular works in
this category include the algorith ms developed by
Sobel, Prewitt, Kirsch, Robinson, and Frei-Chen.
C.

Nonlinear Methods
These methods includes edge-detectors that leave the
linear territory in search of better performance. Nonlinear
methods based on the Gaussian filter and images
convolved with Gaussian filter for a smoothing purpose.
Perona [20] proposed a scale space representation of an
image based on anisotropic diffusion. Th is is achieved by
making the diffusion coefficient in the heat equation a
function of space and scale.
D.

Statistical Methods
Konishi [6] formu lated the edge detection as a
statistical inference in his research work. Th is statistical
edge detection is data driven. He gave conclusion that
edge detection is formu lated as a discrimination task
specified by a likelihood ratio test on the filter responses.
Bezdek et al. [7] described edge detection as a
composition of four steps: conditioning, feature
extraction, b lending, and scaling. They found that
understanding the geometry of the feature extraction and
blending functions is the key to using models based on
computational learning algorith ms such as neural
networks and fuzzy systems for edge detection.
Santis [8] proposed a statistical edge detection
algorith m using a linear stochastic signal model derived
fro m a physical image description. The advantage of this
method is that it exploits the estimated local signal
characteristics and does not require any overall
thresholding procedure.
E.

Line Edge Detectors
As mentioned earlier, line edges correspond to
local maxima of intensity function in the image and
are of great use in the identification of image features,
such as roads and rivers in remote sensing images, as
well as the contactless paper counting. Most of line edge
detectors are limited to thinning algorith ms, and designed
for binary images and a few for grey images. The main
problem is that they usually yield edges which are
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2013, 12, 38-48
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not located accurately enough and they do not perform
well in co mplex images such as remote sensing images.
Haralick [21] proposed an algorithm based on
polynomial fitting. The image was fitted by a linear
combination of discrete bases of Tchebychev's
polynomial of order less than or equal to three. Lines
occur at p ixels having zero-crossings of the first
directional derivative taken in the direction that
maximizes the second directional derivative. Giraudon
[22] proposed an algorithm for detecting a line at a
negative local maximu m of the second derivative of
the image, rather than a zero-crossing of the first
derivative. He estimated the second derivative by
convolving the image with the difference of t wo
Gaussians having close scales. The search for a negative
maximu m is performed along the gradient d irection. The
main problem with Giraudon's detector [22] co mes
fro m the use of the gradient since at the peak po int,
the gradient value is too small to be used. Using a 1D
ideal roof model and Canny's criteria, Ziou [23] derived
an optimal line detector. Koundinya and Chanda [24]
proposed an algorith m based on combinatorial search.
The basic idea behind this algorithm is to locate
lines that maximize an ad-hoc confidence measure.
The confidence measure of a candidate pixel is
proportional to the number of p ixels in its vicin ity
having a different grey intensity than the candidate
pixel. They examined three strategies for co mbinatorial
search: conventional tracking, best-first, and depth-first.
According to the results, the best-first strategy seemed to
provide mo re co mplete edges.
F.

Multi Resolution Methods

Multi-resolution methods based on repeating edge
detection for several scales of the Gaussian filter to
achieve a quality performance. Schunck [11] proposed
an algorith m for the detection o f step edges using
Gaussian filters at mu ltip le scales. But loses a lot of
important details wh ich may exist at smaller scales [2].
Witkin [12] proposed the study of edge detection as a
function of scale, and led to algorithms that combine
edges for better edge detection. Bergholm [13] proposed
an algorith m wh ich uses the Gaussian filter and
combines edge information moving fro m a coarse-tofine scale, called edge focusing, To avoid b lurring
process is to start with edges detected at the coarse
scale and gradually track o r focus these edges back
to their original locations in the fine scale [2]. Lacro ix
[14] proposed scheme to avoid the problem of splitting
edges is by tracking edges from a fine-to-coarse
resolution. Only validated edges are then tracked
through the scales. It avoids the problem of splitting
edges, but introduces the problem of localization error as
it is the coarsest resolution that is used to determine the
location of edges. Williams and Shah [15] proposed a
scheme to find edge contours using multip le scales. It
specifies the number of scales to be used and the
relationship between these scales, but not the best way to
choose the value of σ and under what conditions [2].
Goshtasby [16] proposes an algorithm that works on a
Copyright © 2013 MECS

modified scale-space Representation of an image. The
major problem is the need for a considerable amount
memo ry to store the three-dimensional (3D) edge images
[2]. Jeong [17] proposed a scheme that automatically
determines the optimal scales for each pixel before
detecting the final edge map. It does result in
reduced performance when it co mes to detecting
straight lines in vertical or horizontal directions and also
Cloud Co mputing is so named because the information
being accessed is found in the “Clouds”, and does not
requires a user to be in a specific place to gain access to it.
Co mpanies may find that has the disadvantage of lo wspeed performance [2]. Deng [18] proposed an
adaptive Gaussian filtering algorith m for edge
detection. The major drawback is that it assumes the
noise is Gaussian with known variance. In pract ical
situations, however, the noise variance has to be
estimated, but it is very co mputationally intensive [2].
Bennamoun [19] determined the optimal scale and
threshold, of the hybrid detector, by deriv ing a cost
function wh ich maximizes the probability of detecting
an edge fo r a signal and simu ltaneously minimizes
the probability of detecting an edge in noise [2].
G.

Gussian Based methods
Gaussian-based edge detectors are developed based on
some physiological observations and important
properties of the Gaussian function that enable to
perform edge analysis in the scale space. Marr [9]
proposed an edge detector based on Gaussian filter,
by using Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) function as
filter. LOG is an orientation-independent filter that
breaks down at corners, curves, and at locations
where image intensity function varies in a nonlinear
manner along an edge. There are advantages in its
output.
Yu ille [10] proved that with the Laplacian, the
Gaussian function is the only filter in a wide
category that does not create zero-crossings as the
scale increases. Canny [3] proposed a scheme for
combin ing the outputs from d ifferent scales. Canny’s
edge detection causes the algorithm to be slightly
more sensitive to weak edges, but mo re susceptible
to spurious and unstable boundaries wherever there is
an insignificant change in intensity [2].
H.

Coloured edges methods
Koschan [25] proposed a scheme based on review of
techniques for the detection and classification of edges in
colour images. The techniques used for this can be
subdivided on the basis of their princip le procedures
into two classes: monochromatic-based techniques and
vector-valued techniques.
I.

Wavelet Based methods

As it was mentioned, analysing an image at
different scales increases the accuracy and reliability
of edge detection. Focusing on localized signal
structures, e.g., edges, with a zooming procedure
enables simultaneous analysis from a rough to a
fine shape. Progressing between scales also simplifies
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2013, 12, 38-48
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the discrimination of edges versus textures. Because of
having this ability, wavelet transform is an
advantageous option for edge detection in d ifferent
applications. Wavelet-based multi-resolution expansions
provide compact representations of images with reg ions
of low contrast separated by high-contrast edges.
Additionally, the use of wavelets provides a way to
estimate contrast value for edges on a space-varying
basis in a local or g lobal manner as needed.
In the context of image processing, wavelet
transform (WT) is defined as the su m over the entire
of rows and colu mns (i.e. spatial do main) of the image
intensity function mu ltiplied by scaled and shifted
versions of the mother wavelet function. It results in
coefficients that are function of the scale and shifts.
In other word, WT maps the image into a space
with two variables: scale and shift. The scale
represents the function by compressing or stretching
it, and denotes its features in frequency domain, while the
shift corresponds to the translation of the wavelet
function in the spatial domain (i.e. ro w or co lu mn).
There is a correspondence between scale and frequency:
a lo w scale shows the rapidly changing details of the
intensity function with a high frequency, and a high
scale illustrates slowly changing coarse features, with a
low frequency. Therefore, WT acts as a mathemat ical
microscope‖, in which one can monitor different parts
of an image by just adjusting focus on scale. An
important property of WT is its ability to focus on
localized structures, e.g. edges, with a zoo ming
procedure that progressively reduces the scale
parameter. In this way, coarse and fine signal structures
are simultaneously analysed at different scales.
Heric and Zazu la [40] presented an edge detection
algorith m using Haar wavelet transform. They chose
Haar wavelet as the mother wavelet function, because it
was orthogonal, compact and without spatial shifting in
the transform space. By applying WT, they presented
the intensity magnitude variation between adjacent
intervals on a time-scale p lane. Positive or negative
peaks in time-scale representations were called modulus
maxima. Their values indicated the edge slope and width.
A significant d ifference with in a short interval was
presented as large maximu m value. They linked the
marked maxima over the t ime-scale p lane and then
applied an adaptive threshold for each scale to detect
the edge maxima lines. The position of modulus
maximu m at the lo west detected scale determines the
edge position.
Furthermore, Heric and Zazula [40] centred on
edge continuity by deploying a priori knowledge
about edges and applying computational models rather
than a local detector. They proposed edge linkage into
a contour line with signal registration in order to
close edge discontinuities and calculate a confidence
index for contour linkages. Registration is a
procedure of searching spatial transformation fro m a
source image into a target image with the intention
to find best alignment between the two images. The
success of alignment depends on a similarity measure
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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which measures locally or globally the degree of
similarity between source and target images. They
expected two row or column pixels taken fro m
adjacent image rows or co lu mns are very similar. If
an edge influences one of them it probably does the
same in the other one, and vice versa. When t rying
to reg ister such two p ixels, a lo w amount of change
(adjustment) is expected. If the opposite happens, the
registered
pixels
apparently
reflect
different
characteristics, for examp le, it is not likely that they
contain lin ked pieces of the same edge. They used the
sum of squared differences (SSD) as a measure for
uniformity.
Shih and Tseng [41] co mbined a gradient-based
edge detection and a wavelet based mu lti-scale edge
tracking to extract edges. The proposed contextual
filter detects edges fro m the finest scale gradient images
and then, the edge tracker refines the detected edges on
the mult i-scale grad ient images.
Fro m Literature Review it is found that wavelet
application is already applied in many images like
segmentation, edge detection, compression in mult iscale
images, however DWT application is very less in
particularly mu llt iscale edge detection.
One of the major disadvantages of the Fourier
transform is the lack of localization in what the Fourier
transform considers phenomena in an infin ite interval.
Basically, it decomposes a signal in plane waves, wh ich
oscillates infinitely with the same period and these waves
do not have local characteristics. Another major flaw in
the Fourier analysis is the separate description and
representation of time and frequency.
The wavelet transform is quite similar to the Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) except the window is
not fixed as in STFT. The wavelet transform is more
flexib le and it can be any chosen function, can be shifted
and dilated to analy ze signals. Wavelets can be
interpreted as small waves abstractly expressed in a zero
mean value. The wavelet transform map a t ime function
into a two d imensional function of a and b. The
parameter a is called the scale and it scales a function by
compressing or stretching it. The parameter b is called
the translation of the wavelet function along the time axis.
A wavelet function ψ(t ), can be written as

(1)
Where a is the scaling factor, b the translation along
is a normalized factor.
the axis and

III. DWT EDGE DETECTION
Significant intensity changes in an image normally
occur at different spatial resolution or scales.
Conventional edge detectors select a special spatial mask
that detects edges at a particular resolution. A small mask
edge detector is susceptible to noise and produces
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2013, 12, 38-48
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spurious edges. In contrast, to that a large mask edge
detector is relatively robust to noise, but distorts the
edges and may not detect some finer details. Thus it is
very difficult to detect edges with a single spatial edge
mask.
The edge preserved de-noising lends itself to a
wavelet-based procedure for edge detection. The edge in
a signal gives rise to peaks in the high pass filter outputs
or the detail sub-bands at concordant locations. This is a
characteristic of the DWT. In other words, edges give
rise to peaks across several levels of details at coordinate
values that moves to the left by a factor of one half at
every transition from a finer scale to a coarser scale. The
stronger the edge, the higher are the peaks in the DWT.
Consequently, an edge can be found from the wavelet
transform by identifying peaks at concordant locations.
The wavelet transform of f(x) at the scale s and
(x)
position x, co mputed with respect to the wavelet
is defined by
(2)
The wavelet transform with respect to

(x) is
(3)

Therefore we derive that

(4)

(5)
The wavelet transforms

and

are,

respectively, the first and second order derivatives of the
signal smoothed at the scale s. The 2-D smoothing
function is defined as any function
whose
integral over x and y is equal to 1 and converges to 0 at
infinity. The image f(x, y) is smoothed at different scales
s by a convolution with
. The gradient vector
.Edges are defined
computed is given by
as points

where the modulus of the gradient

vector is maximu m in the direction towards which the
gradient vector points in the image plane.
We define the two wavelet functions as

(8)
Therefore the wavelet transform are as defined as
above are

(9)
Therefore we prove that

(10)
Hence the edge points can be located from the
and
of the wavelet
components
transform is to help users to create a community for
managing contents located inside or outside their local
networks.
It is perceived that the wavelet transform is an
important tool for analysis and processing of nonstationary signals. The wavelet transform in its
continuous form can accurately represent minor
variations in signal characteristics, but it is data intensive.
Critically sampled version o f continuous wavelet
transform, known as standard DWT, is very popular for
de-noising and compression in a number of applications.
Its computational simp licity through fast filter-bank
algorith ms, and non-redundancy though there are certain
signal processing applications e.g. Edge detection where
achieved through radon transform.
The radon transform is projections of an image mat rix
along specified
directions
[10]. The
Radon
Transformat ion is a fundamental tool which is used in
various applications such as radar imag ing, geophysical
imaging, non-destructive testing and medical imaging
[32].A projection of a t wo-dimensional function f(x,y) is
a set of line integrals [31]. The radon transform co mputes
the line integrals fro m mu ltip le sources along parallel
paths, or beams, in a certain direction. The beams are
spaced 1 pixel unit apart .To represent an image, the
radon transform takes multip le, parallel-beam project ions
of the image fro m different angles by rotating the source
around the centre of the image. Projections can be
computed along any angle. The 2-D radon transform is
the integral transform that computes the integral of a
function along straight lines. Every straight line can be
represented as
(X (t), Y (t))=t (sinα,-cosα) +s (cosα,sinα)

(6)

(11)

Where s is the singed distance from the origin to the
line and α is the angle between the normal of the line and
x-axis.

(7)
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SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this research work the entire simu lation was done
using matlab 2012 simu lation environ ment and mat lab
image processing toolbox. The database selected in this
work contains 6 mult iple texture classes. All the textures
are taken in the format g raphics interchange format
represents the entire database contains all types of
mu ltip le textures. The entire simu lation contains many
steps
including
initializat ion, data acquisition,
classification and pixel orientation etc. The primary step
of simulation is discussed first.
Figure:1

Radon transform of a function(x,y)on the p lane is
defined by
R (f) (α, s) =

(12)

Where The Radon transform is a special case of image
projection operations [33]. It has found wide applicat ions
in many areas such as tomographic reconstruction. It has
also been applied to many co mputer vision areas, such as
image segmentation, structural ext raction by projections,
determining the orientation of an object, recognition of
Arabic characters [34] and 1-D p rocessing, ﬁltering and
restoration of images [35], [36]. A l-Shaykh and Doherty
[39] used the Radon transform for invariant image
analysis. By combing the Radon transform and singular
value de-composition (SVD), they developed an efficient
invariant analysis method. In this work, we have four
major reasons to adopt the Radon transform. First, as in
[37], the Radon-pixel image brings a large advantage to
achieving global geo-metric affine invariance. Th is is
because the Radon-pixel image has more geo metric
informat ion than the original p ixel image. It can be seen
that one Radon-pixel corresponds to a line segment
which needs two pixels in the original image to describe.
Second, a single Radon-pixel contains the information of
a line segment in the original image. Th is property makes
Radon-pixels more robust to image noise and it also ﬁts
our motivation of using global features to describe
textures. Third, the dimension of Radon-pixel
representation is much lower than that of the original
image. For an n -pixel image, the number of Radonpixels is about O(

. Finally, the Radon transform is

invertible. In princip le, the orig inal image can be roughly
recovered fro m its Radon-pixel image. The invertibility is
the chief characteristic that distinguishes the Radon
transform fro m other transformat ions such as SIFT. In
summary, the Radon transform converts a pixel
represented image into an equivalent, lower dimensional
and more geometrically informat ive Radon-pixel image,
which is a good basis of deﬁning invariant features.

Copyright © 2013 MECS

Figure:2

First we will co mpare the results we are getting fro m
applying Fast Fourier Transformation and Discrete
wavelet Transformat ion while doing edge detection on 2d
scale image and mult iscale images.

Figure:3

After doing simulat ion of mu lti-scale images, we
found that FFT is not giving good results in Mu lti-scale
images as it may not achieve the threshold level.
Hence we conclude that FFT is not good for detection
of edges in multi-scale images. Now we will apply
another method that is discrete wavelet transform for
detection
of
edges
in
multi-scale
images.

I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2013, 12, 38-48
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Figure:4

According to figure (4) 6 different mu ltip le textures
selected for texture analysis. All the specimens were
made gray scale images 512x512 p ixels. Matlab
functions were emp loyed to serve some special act ions
detecting texture shapes. To determine texture shapes the
image should be passing through a edge detection filter to
finding its edge. In This research work wavelet approach
is followed to finding the edge of an image part icularly.
It is found fro m literature that wavelet application is
better choice for mu lti-scale image detection as compared
conventional edge detection filter.
The Imread() function was used to open graphic file of
almost any format and read the intensity of pixels as two
dimensional array (M by N array) or a three dimensional
(M x N x 3 array) in current wo rk space. After
initialization of image the image are examined by the
wavelet edge detection algorithm and edges are found.

(a)

Fig 5. represents analysis of a women image of pixel
of (512 x 512) figure 5 (a) represents its original image
and figure 5 (b) represent figure wo men image using
wavelet algorith m. Fro m the edges it was found that
many horizontal and vert ical lines not detected. To
minimize this co mplexity radon transform was used to
detect the non visible texture. Figure5 (c) rep resents the
texture classification using radon transformat ion. In
transformation plot the location of each bright spot will
correspond to one or many strong line in the original
image. If this strong peaks in radon transform matrix
were found then orientation of texture would be clear.
Figure 5 (d) represents all the projection of radon
transform represented in a linear scale. It was found that
the strong horizontal and vertical lines with its
appropriate values. For mo re clarity if we p lot the
maximu m value of absolute value radon transform then it
is given the clarity of texture orientation in a 2D figure.
Figure 5 (e) represents the entire progression of the radon
transform in a 2D scale. Furthermore to compare the
radon projection value h istorical analysis also done and it
is found that the lines are detected correctly of the
original image. It is conclude that some weak texture,
texture-less species and strong texture are classified and
detected.
According to Figure (6) there was four nu mbers of
peaks were found, out of them a peak whose intensity is
very large at d irection of 1850, which showed texture of
the wo man image has a more definite o rientation , where
in monkey image no texture were found and also it is
proved from its histogram analysis.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
Figure:5
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Figure:7
Figure:9

Figure:8

At the same time there are peaks found near 1450 and
1750 though not strong as shown figure aquarium
Figure(7) and figure butterfly Figure (8). Which showed
there might be some texture trends along this two
direction and can be verified by tangential selection
images fro m above selected images. In that same image
fro m angle 0 to 140 and 200- 250 showed that the texture
is weak or texture less as because there was any strong
peak find in the plot ranged angle.

Copyright © 2013 MECS

Figure:10

Similar type of result also discussed and examined in
different images which are shown in figure town Figure
(9) & figure ho me Figure (10) respectively. It was found
that there were no big difference in texture intensity
among this species and this could be interpreted as some
kind of ob jects there. Furthermore a co mputational
complexity analysis has been made fo r its future
application in hardware. It was found that in wo man
image Figure (1) the CPU time taken 0.883026 seconds,
aquarium image Figure (2) take 0.917884 seconds,
butterfly image Figure (3) take 0.929372 seconds, town
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2013, 12, 38-48
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image Figure(4) take 0.945372 seconds, home image
Figure(5) take 0.899736 seconds and Monkey image take
0.946164 seconds. From this analysis it is found that for
mu lti-scale image analysis wavelet is a suitable tool for
texture classification and line detection using radon
transform.

V.

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

In this research work it is clearly explained how to
obtain edges of different scale, how to detect mu lti-scale
edge of an image.
In general Fourier transform, cosine transform, &
wavelets gives the strengths of frequency in a signal.
Unlike Fourier transform, they give the strength of
frequency at certain mo ment of time. This property can
be explo ited as a mu lti-scale edge detection using
wavelet transform. As a method of mult i-scale edge
detection wavelet analysis wo rks on so me levels but falls
short on others. It works because it finds the edges &
their angels. It may be similar to canny, sobel, rewit,
robert edge detection methods for multip le level of scale,
however these conventional filter takes more time in 2D
case.
Fro m the simu lation result it is found that the texture
orientation of all the selected images could be auto
detected by computer by only several matlab functions.
Initial Discrete wavelet algorith m is used to detect texture
shape and texture line image and found that with less
computational load it successfully extract texture skeletal
lines fro m original image. By radon transform it generate
signature composed of 360 values ,each value summing
of size of texture line that are shape along that angle and
by searching out maximu m values of each angle column.
by taking entire maximu m value texture orientation was
produced in linear scale .
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